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The core of lean thinking is to eliminate and avoid all unnecessary wastes， 
getting closer to customer at the same time of providing satisfactory level of customer 
service，which is exactly the value and target of project cost management．At present， 
most electric power construction enterprise in our country is lack of market 
competition advantage．Their cost management is extensive，the economic benefit is 
low，and the cost control is backward．So lean thinking is significant to electric power 
enterprise，since it can persistently push enterprise to reduce waste，lower project 
cost，improve production efficiency，also it promote new development of lean 
thinking theory in the field of project cost management． 
Firstly，this paper expounds the background of the issue and the status quo at 
home and abroad，then introduces the basis theory of lean thinking and project cost 
management systematically． 
Next，this paper analyzes the defects of cost management based on the current 
problems about project cost management existing in China’s electric power 
construction enterprises．On this basis，the paper introduces five cost management 
methods based on lean thinking and discusses the combination of them．The five 
methods including objection cost management、value stream management、supply 
chain management、activity-based management and life-cycle cost management are 
applied to the whole project cost management process consist of project cost forecast 
and plan、project cost control、project cost accounting and analysis phases． 
Finally，this paper selects a typical electric power construction enterprise to carry 
on the case analysis．The implementation and results of reformation concerning target 
company further support the study conclusion． 
The contribution is the research emphasis which is transferred from traditional 
manufacturing industry to electric power construction enterprise，combining lean 
thinking with project cost management creatively，propounding feasible methods 
under the system framework． 
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管理的需要，亟需寻求新的突破。1992 年，芬兰教授 Lauri Koskela 在斯坦福大
学 CIFE 提交的一篇报告（Application of the New Production Philosophy to 
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究得出 POP（Products、Organizations and Processes）模拟与可视化模型支持精益




思想减少浪费，降低成本，提升施工项目价值。早在 20 世纪 50、60 年代，澳
大利亚 Jennings 公司就将精益思想贯彻于日常建造中，并从一家小房屋建筑公司
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